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ABSTRACT

Heat released by the radioactive decay of high level nuclear 

waste in an underground repository causes a long-term thermal disturbance 

in the hydrologic flow field. Moisture transport through unsaturated 

fractured rock in the presence of this imposed temperature field will 

presumably be domirated by the vapor phase.

Non-isothermal vapor transfer is investigated for the simplified 

case of a single unsaturated horizontal rock fracture. Analytic solutions 

for heat transfer, rock matrix water flow, and gravity drainage are 

solved numerically. The resulting temperature and moisture regime 

is then indirectly coupled to a Galerkin finite element solution for 

Fickian water vapor diffusion through the diffusion coefficient for 

water vapor in air, the vapor density gradient and the source/sink 

term. The results demonstrate the importance of temperature and vapor 

diffusion with regard to evaporation/condensation, micro-fracture 

drainage and the production of dry and wet zones in a fracture.

vii



CHAPTER 1

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The United States Government is tasked with the problem 

of high-level nuclear waste (HLNW) disposal„ Commercial HLNW results 

primarily from nuclear power generation. Because of the long time 

span (tens of thousands of years) over which the waste is highly 

radioactive and therefore harmful to human health, the disposal 

solution requires both complex technological safeguards and political 

fortitude. Since 1977 more than fifteen states have enacted laws 

which regulate storage or forbid disposal of radioactive wastes 

within their borders (Lee, 1980). This makes clear the concern 

the country has with regard to this issue. To be sure, the resolution 

of HLNW disposal will require difficult decisions to be made in 

both the political and scientific communities.

A variety of storage/disposal strategies have been proposed; 

however, subsurface disposal is the only method pertinent to this 

thesis. Bedded shales, tuffs, and igneous formations are all potential 

host rocks, each of which may be fractured. A further distinction 

in subsurface disposal is the degree to which subsurface water exists. 

That is, is the repository to be located in the saturated or unsatur

ated zone? This question is of paramount importance because a primary 

requirement for a suitable storage location is the relative absence 

of a radionuclide transport mechanism (Angino, 1977). The relative
1



lack of water in the unsaturated zone available for solute transport 

thus makes this region an attractive repository host.

Heat released by the radioactive decay of HLNW in an under

ground repository causes a long-term thermal disturbance in the host 

rock containing it (Wang et al., 1979)« Therefore, non-isothermal 

moisture flow must be considered. To date, very little research 

has been conducted with regard to non-isothermal unsaturated water 

transport through fractures. However, an unsaturated fracture is 

analogous to a single pore, both having an air phase and a water 

film present. In this respect, there exists a significant amount 

of literature on non-isothermal moisture movement in unsaturated 

porous media (i.e. the air-filled volume of the granular media and 

the associated film absorbed to the pore forming particles) which 

may be of interest for unsaturated fracture flow.

Philip and de Vries (1957) provided the first comprehensive 

work dealing with moisture movement in granular materials under 

temperature gradients. Their work is a water content formulation 

and took into account both liquid and vapor flowing response to both 

soil-water pressure and thermal gradients. Taylor and Gary (1964) 

developed flow equations which were based on the laws of irreversible 

thermodynamics. Their formulation considers the heat flux to be 

affected by the water flux. Both the Philip-deVries and the Taylor- 

Cary theories involve the use of soil-water diffusivities. Hilly 

(1982) developed a metric head, as opposed to water content, model 
of moisture and heat flow in a porous media. This change in dependent
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variables made possible the incorporation of hysteresis and soil 

heterogeneities.

All of the mathematical models proposal consider simultaneous 

heat, liquid water, and water vapor transfer. In addition, their 

formulations are based on a representative elemental volume (REV) 

which, for a granular medium, is easily defined (Bear, 1979). Flow 

through a fracture system, on the other hand, may require a much 

larger REV, given the relative lack of uniformity in fractured media 

when compared to a granular media. That is, the REV must be large 

enough to contain a representative sample of the rock heterogeneities 

(Long et al., 1982). Certainly, a single rock fracture and the 

adjacent rock matrix do not represent an REV. As a result, the 

above theory is not completely transf err able to a study of non- 

isothennal moisture movement in a single unsaturated rock fracture. 

The vapor transfer theory described in these papers, however, seems 

applicable.

At the elevated temperatures expected in the vicinity of 

the HLNW repository, vapor transfer will presumably be much greater 

than liquid water transfer. In addition, the resulting latent heat 

storage and advectidn of sensible heat by the vapor phase will be 

small when compared to heat conduction through the rock matrix.

This fact allows for indirect coupling of heat and mass transfer 

rather than direct coupling, as little error is introduced. Hence, 

the purpose of this thesis is not to present a fully coupled, complex 

non-isothermal unsaturated fracture flow model, but to demonstrate
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the moisture changes resulting primarily from non-isothermal vapor 

diffusion in a single unsaturated rock fracture.

In Chapter 2 the problem domain, assumptions and mathematical 

models used for heat transfer, rock matrix water flow, liquid water 

drainage and vapor transfer are stated and discussed. For the case 

of vapor transfer the governing non-isothermal diffusion equation 

is developed.

The finite element model (FEM) solution to the non-isothermal 

diffusion equation is developed in Chapter 3«

A discussim of the computer model mechanics is presented 

in Chapter 4. Both the physical processes and moisture assessment 

parameters are described.

The FEM is shown to accurately reproduce the analytic solution 

of an isothermal vapor diffusion problem in Chapter 5. Subsequently, 

the results of a "type" problem and several sensitivity experiments 

for non-isothermal diffusional moisture transfer are discussed. 

Finally, the effect of host rock cooling at some later time on the 

vapor diffusion process is presented.



CHAPTER 2 

MODEL FORMULATION

This investigation attempts to model moisture changes under 

conditions where the host rock may approach 100°C. Such a study 

thus involves the coupled transfers of moisture and heat.

The flow problem investigated is composed of five components; 

they are (1) heat transfer, (2) rock matrix water flow, (3) micro- 
fracture drainage, (4) vapor transfer and (5) evaporation/condensation. 
The first three processes are modeled by solving analytic solutions 

numerically. Vapor transfer is solved by a FEM which allows tempera

ture dependent properties to be imposed on the fracture system.

Finally, evaporation and condensation were approximated by use of 

a psychrometric table.

The heat and moisture flow domain is illustrated in Figure 

2.1= The left boundary (x=o) corresponds to the boundary of a waste 

repository. At this boundary the temperature rises with time, in 

response to radioactive decay to sane peak temperature. This boundary 

also corresponds to a no flow boundary for vapor. This condition 

corresponds to an impermeable repository wall. The right boundary 

(x=d) is chosen to be far enough from the repository to have a constant 

vapor density and temperature. That is, these parameters, at x=d, 

never change from their initial values. The upper and lower bound

aries are symmetrical. In both cases, an impermeable plane exists

. 5 ■
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Figure 2.1. The Heat and Moisture Flow Domain
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half way between two main fractures from which liquid rock matrix 

water flows toward the fracture evaporation surface in response 

to a water content gradient. Finally, gravity drainage through 

microfractures takes place at specified points throughout the main 

fracture. For this study, the microfractures were taken to be uniformly 

distributed.

Given this simplified flow geometry the nonisothermal flow problem 

is mathematically formulated based on the following assumptions.

Assumptions

1. The main fracture (Figure 2.1) is considered to be horizontal, 

planar, and of uniform aperture. Microfractures are parallel, 

of equal aperture and spacing, and are normal to the main 

fracture. Both the main and microfractures are considered 

smooth. Thus, the fractures are approximated by a parallel 

plate analogy.

2. Vapor transfer takes place solely through the main fracture 

air space; the air has no velocity. Implicit in this assump

tion is that no vapor is transported by advection, nor by 

thermal convection.

3. The liquid film flux is negligible. Evans and Huang (1982) 

state that "an aperture of 1.5 microns will drain at 1 bar 
potential. Once it is drained, the film thickness on the 

fracture surface is approximately BOA. In this case, the 

relative cross-sectional area for liquid transport in this
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particular fracture is 0.004 and the relative flux is 6.4

Q
x 10 of that when saturated."

4. Evaporation and condensation occur instantaneously. This 

assumption implies that the time span over which the 

evaporation/condensation process occurs is small when compared 

to a time step taken in the computer model.

5. The repository wall (heat source; x=o) can be approximated 

as an infinite plane, in a semi-infinite solid when compared 

to the intersecting fracture aperture.

6. Heat transfer takes place by conduction only, and the air 

in the fracture is at the same temperature as the adjacent 

rock. The fracture aperture (millimeters to microns) is 

small compared to the plane heat source. Because of this 

difference the distortion on the temperature field resulting 

from the differing thermal properties of the fracture air/rock 

matrix is disregarded.

7. Rock matrix water flows perpendicular to the main fracture 

in response to a water content gradient. The temperature 

effect on the host rock water diffusivity is disregarded.

The effect of the temperature gradient is neglected also 

because for this study no temperature gradient exists per

pendicular to the main fracture. Finally, the rock water 

diffusivity value represents a weighted average over the 

range of water contents expected.
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8o The rock matrix water reservoir (host rock) is bounded by

two main fractures (Figure 2.1). An impermeable plane exists 

halfway between the two fractures. Below this plane water 

flows to the lower fracture and above this plane water flows 

to the upper fracture.

9. Water contained within the primary porosity of the rock 

matrix will not exude from the rock to the fracture as a 

result of thermal expansion =

10= Water drained from the main fracture by microfractures is 

considered to leave the system and is no longer accounted 

for. The fact that the drained water volume is large with 

respect to the water within the main fracture and small 

with respect to that within the microfractured rock matrix 

makes this assumption reasonable.

Given these assumptions the following mathematical models 

for heat transfer, water flow in rock matrix, liquid water drainage 

and vapor transfer are conbined to demonstrate nonisothermal moisture 

flow.

Heat Transfer

The heat transfer model chosen to simulate the heat produced 

at the repository wall is an infinite plane (with respect to the 

fracture) in an semi-infinite medium. In addition, the plane heat 

source has a time varying power density, which in this case, decreases 

with time.



The differential equation which describes heat flow by conduc

tion in the rock matrix is:

32T 1 9T (2.1)
3x2 = ^  9t

where = thermal diffusivity, T = temperature, t = time, and 

x = distance from the repository wall. The solution to this equation 

for the conditions

at o < x < ®  and t = o, T = Tq 

at x = o and t> o, T = f (t) 

at x = d and t > o , T = To

is (Carsiaw and Jaeger, 1959)

T(x,t) = --  1 [ 4(t') exp[ -x2/(4k (t-t*))] Y/2 (2.2)
2 ^ )  1 (%-%')

where <f> (t') = thermal load, and t* is the integration variable.

The thermal load is related to the waste power density,

<f> , by:

<f> = 4>w/p CR

10

(2.3)
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where <|> -s: waste power density 

p = host rock density 

Cp= specific heat of the host rock

The power density concept is simply a means of relating radioactive 

decay to the thermal energy (heat) released„

The thermal load decays with time according to 

(Wang et al, 1979):

4)(t*) = <b Exp(-l t*) (2.4)o

where X is a decay constant and ^  is the initial thermal load.

It should be noted that while the power density decreases with time, 

the temperature will increase with time until sane peak temperature 

is reached. This fact results because heat is released at a faster 

rate than it can be conducted through the rock matrix.

Equation 2.2 requires a constant thermal diffusivity. A 

more realistic thermal model would allow the thermal diffusivity 

to be a function of the water content and of temperature. Data 

relating these dependencies, however, do not yet exist.

Water Flow in Rock Matrix

The flow of water adjacent to the fracture in response to 

a water gradient is described by:

(2.5)
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where DR = rock water diffusivity, 6 = rock water content and y 
distance perpendicular to the main fracture« With boundary and 

initial conditions;

at 0 < y < £ and t = 0, 6 = '9 .S clD (2.7a)

at y = ±Z and t > 0, 6 = 0. (2.7b)

the solution for the flux, F, to the fracture surface (y = & ) 

is (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959)

F(±&)
-2 D 6 »

I exp[-D (2n+l)2ir2t/4AZ] 
n=o

(2.8)

Again, for this solution the rock water diffusivity is held 

constant, when it should be a function of water content and temperature 

In essence, the water diffusivity is a weighted average, taking 

into account the possible range of water contents. In addition, 

the host rock is taken to be homogeneous and isotropic, allowing 

a single diffusivity value to be assigned.

Liquid Water Drainage

Liquid flow through a draining microfracture is idealized 

as flow between two parallel plates, and it is described by the 

Poiseuille equation (Evans and Huang, 1982);
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(2.9)

where = volume flux, Y = specific weight of water, y = dynamic 

viscosity of water, L  = fracture spacing, J = hydraulic head gradient, 

and b = aperture.

The fracture width as well as the hydraulic head gradient 

are given unit values. The latter insures that the volumetric flux 

is a result of gravity drainage only.

Vapor Transfer

Non-isothemal Diffusion Equation

Under steady state, isothermal conditions the diffusicnal 

flux of water vapor (q^) in a granular medium in response to a vapor 

density (c) gradient can be described by the equation

For a grandular medium the diffusion coefficient (D) contains factors 

to take into account tortuosity, porosity, etc. In a single fracture 

D is simply the diffusion coefficient for water vapor in air.

Equation 2.10 can be written in terms of a temperature gradient 

using the relationship

q.v (2.10)

3c = 3c BT 
3x 3T 3x

(2.11)
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to obtain

The term 90/ 9T is the slope of the line relating vapor density 
to temperature (see figure 2.2). Note the exponential-like increasing 

value of 9"iC/9.T as temperature increases and the result this will 

have on vapor flux (Equation 2.12).

The transient diffusion process is described by employing 

the continuity condition and Equation 2.10 to obtain:

(2.13)

Evaporation and condensation can be taken into account by adding 

a source/sink term (Q) on the right hand side yielding:

(2.14)

Using Equation 2.12 and 2.14 results in the noniothermal

diffusion equation:

(2.15)
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Equation 2.15 accounts for vapor diffusion and the associated evapor

ation and condensation processes. The net transfer of moisture 

is predominantly due to vapor movement, while the vapor source/sink 

term actually controls flow (Jackson, 1964).

For the particular problem studied , Equation 2.15 is solved 

by the finite element method with boundary and initial conditions:

. at 0 < x <  d and t = 0, c =■ w 
at x = 0 and t > 0 , ~  = 0OX
at x =' d and t > 0, c = wQ

(2.16)
(2.17)

(2.18)

where wQ is the initial Saturated vapor density determined by the 

natural subsurface temperature.

Coupling of Mathematical Models

Each flow component is indirectly coupled through the changing 

temperature field resulting from radioactive waste decay. Vapor 

transfer is coupled through the diffusion coefficient for water 

vapor in air, the vapor density gradient and a source/sink term.

Rock matrix water flow is coupled by means of a temperature dependent 

boundary condition; namely, the condition that the fracture surface 

(ys £) be dry before water flows from the rock to the fracture.
That is, the liquid film source term for vapor transfer must be 

zero. Finally, microfracture drainage is coupled through the vapor 

transfer sink term. When enough water has condensed from the vapor



phase to the liquid phase to cause gravity drainage, the flux through 

the microfractures is calculated.



CHAPTER 3

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL SOLUTION

Line Elements and Linear Basis Functions

The vapor diffusion problem discussed in Chapter 2 is solved 

by the finite element method allowing temperature dependent properties 

to be imposed on the system. The model is one-dimensional; therefore, 

line elements (Figure 3»1) and first-order linear basis functions 

are used (Smith, 1981, Finder and Gray, 1977)«

For the case of line elenehts, a piecewise linear approxi

mating function can be written

c(x)  -  — ci + ci+ l (3.1)

1±G
where 2 are the basis functions and G is the local coordinate. 

Equation 3.1 describes how the vapor density varies across the line 

element. That is, at G = -1 the vapor density is equal to c^, at 

G = +1 the vapor density is equal to c ^ , and at the center (G=0) 

the vapor density is equal to (c^ >  ci+i Thus, the approximating

function is given in terms of the relative location within a specific 

element (i.e. local coordinate G), rather than being tied to a global 

coordinate system (x).

18
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Node (1)
0-

G=-l G=0

Node (i+1)
-— -0 

G=1

Figure 3.1» A typical line elenent illustrating the local 
coordinate systsu.

Galerkin Method

The governing equation 2.14 is first subjected to Galerkin 

orthogonalization such that

fff) + Q - Njdx = 0 i = T, m (3.2)

where N. is the value of the basis function at the i node and 

m is the number of nodes. Integrating by parts allows the Galerkin 

requirement to be written:

w ? ; 1- 1
X1> 1' 3c 3 Ni 3c

l x "  + QNi + i f  Ni } dx ) = 0 (3.3)
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Substituting in the piecewise linear approximation to the vapor 

density yields;

9Ni a a xi+l
T T  + QNi + W  NjCj)Ni}dx - DN-j || | ) =0

xi

J = i» i+1
(3.4)

The basis function is in terms of local coordinates (G), but the 

vapor density gradient is in terms of global coordinates (x); there

fore, a transformation is needed between the two coordinate systems.

It can be shown that the transformation is;

j = i+1 i = 1, m (3.5)3 c 3Nj 
Tx = Z T T  cj

vm , / i + L , 9 ^  W
i=lU x. {°

Substituting this relationship, the Galerkin requirement becomes: 

m x. i 3 Ni 3N^ x-i+i
I ( / [D(z g-jf- Cj) 3Y- + QN1 + at (ZNjcj)Ni3dx ' DNi if | ) = 0
1-1 xi xi

j =1, i+1 (3o6)
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Equation 3.6 is written for both nodes in a line el orient, thereby 
forming an element diffusion matrix» The global diffusion matrix, 

which is composed of all elenent diffusion matrices, is then assembled „ 

This results in the system of equations:

s m .  c + a m .  q (3.7)

where K(T) is the global diffusion matrix, Kt(T) is the capacitance 

matrix and Q is the source vector.

The final step in the finite element formulation is is to 

discretize the time derivative. The procedure adopted is to use a 

backward difference approximation:

3c _ c(t + At) - c(t) (3.8)
3t “ At

Using this relationship, the final system of equations, after being 

rearranged, is of the form:

M U  S t  +  A t  +  A t  K t ( T )  ^ t + A t  ^  ^  +  A t  K t ( T )  ( 3 * 9 )

This system of equations is linearized and subsequently solved by 

a direct solution method for each time step (A t). In this manner, 

the diffusions! mass transfer process is modeled through time.



CHAPTER 4 

MODEL DISCUSSION

A computer model of a real physical system necessarily simpli

fies and approximates the actual physical problem. This model is 

no exception. What follows is a description of the methods used 

to account for temperature changes, variable vapor flow parameters, 

condensation/evaporation, rock matrix water flow, and microfracture 

drainage. In addition, the parameters used to assess the moisture 

distribution throughout the single fracture at any time are discussed.

Radioactive decay of nuclear waste produces changes in the 

spatial and temporal distribution of temperature in the rock within 

which the waste repository is located. There are different forms 

of HLNWj the spent fuel discharged from a reacter, and the products 

from reprocessed spent fuel are two examples. The power densities 

of these two waste types, as a functim of time, are given in Figure 

4.1. Power density is defined as energy per unit time per unit 

area. Figure 4.1 illustrates how the thermal energy released decreases 

with time. This process (for spent fuel) has been approximated 

by an exponential decay model (Equation 2.4). Using this relationship 

and Equation 2.2, the temperature change in the rock mass over time 

is evaluated.

Changes in temperature produce changes in moisture flow 

properties. In this investigation thermally induced changes in

22
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Figure 4.1. Power density versus time after waste discharge from 
reactor relationship.
(after Wang et al., 1979); HLW = High Level Waste
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vapor flow parameters were of most interest, The diffusion coeffi

cient for water vapor in air and the saturated vapor density are 

functions of temperature. New nodal diffusion coefficients and 

saturated vapor densities are calculated by the following two temper

ature-dependent relationships (Childs and Mai staff, 1982):

pDiffusion coefficient (can /s)

D = 0.212 ((T + 273)/273)1o8°8 (4.1)

•3Saturated Vapor Density (g/nr)

w = 1323.0 (exp 17.17T/(237.3 + T) (T + 273)) (4.2)

While both D and w change with temperature, the saturated vapor 

density is extremely sensitive. At 50°C, the saturated vapor density 

is 6 times its value at 0°C, and at 90°C the increase is 87 times 
its 0°C value. These increases allow much greater amounts of water 

vapor in the same volume of air and will, therefore, affect the 

vapor transfer process.

As vapor moves away from the repository, the temperature 

and saturated vapor density decrease, allowing the vapor to condense.

In the model, evaporation and condensation are approximated by compar

ing the calculated vapor density with the existing nodal saturated 

value (Figure 4.2). If the computed value is greater, condensatim 

occurs until the saturated value is equalled. Likewise, if the computed
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value is less than saturation, then evaporation occurs assuming 

there is still water to be evaporated.

The water source for evaporation is composed of two reser

voirs, The first reservoir is a liquid film of thickness h on the 

fracture surface which evaporates in the manner discussed above.

During this period, actual evaporation equals potential evaporation, 

When the liquid film is depleted, rock matrix water moves from the 

host rock to the fracture evaporation surface. The water source 

may be supplied initially such that the liquid flux to the surface 

from within the rock compensates for the rate of evaporation. The 

duration of this period is short and determined solely by external 

(i,e, fracture) drying conditions. At the end of this drying period 

the falling rate supply period begins (Figure 4.3)° Once the drying 

process has entered the falling rate period, the external fracture 

conditions become relatively unimportant compared with rock water 

flux parameters. At some time the falling rate period decreases 

to zero, corresponding to the time at which the rock becomes com

pletely dry (Berger and Pei, 1972).

The temperatures over which the vapor transport process 

is studied (i.e. less than 100°C the boiling point of water at 1 

atmosphere) insures that liquid water will still be present in the 

fracture/rock matrix flow system. Liquid water flow in the fracture 

has been disregarded for the reasons discussed earlier in this thesis 

(i.e., Assumption 3)° Liquid water flow from the rock matrix, however, 

is accounted for by Equation 2.8. The water flows in response to
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Saturated
Calculated

Distance from Heat Source

Figure 4.2. Saturated vapor density versus calculated 
vapor density.
The shaded area represents a zone of 
evaporation and the hashed area a zone 
of condensation.
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Figure 4.3. Qualitative plot of rock water flux versus 
time, illustrating the drying process.
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a water content gradient. That is, the flux of water (q^) is assumed 

to correspond to:

The lack of data with regard to the temperature and water content 

dependence of does however make use of this flow theory limited.

In zones of condensation, Poiseuille drainage may be an 

important process. In the model an effective aperture is used for 

purposes of fracture drainage at a given node (Figure 4.4). This 

single drainage fracture takes into account all drainage in the 

space represented by a node. The amount of water drained (Equation 

2.9) at each node is tabulated for mass balance considerations (Chapter 

5) as it is no longer in the flow domain.

After the evaporation/condensation process has been carried 

out for a time step, the relative humidity for each node is calculated. 

The water potential ( ^ ) can then be obtained from the relationship:

rl> = (R/vw ) (T + 273) 1n(RH) (4.5)

where RH is the relative humidity, R is the universal gas constant, 

and vw is the molar volume of water vapor. This parameter (i|> ) 

indicates the abundance of water in the fracture air space relative 

to water saturated air.
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Node Space Node Space

Figure 4.4. Illustration of how a set of natural micro- 
fractures is replaced by an effective micro
fracture.
This single fracture takes into account 
all gravity drainage for a given node space.
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The amount of liquid water on the fracture surface at a 

given node is assessed by means of a liquid water ratio (R^). It 

is defined as the ratio of liquid water at some time (t > o) to the 

initial amount of liquid water present (Su) at the node.

(4.6)

In summary, for each time step ( A t) the temperature distribu

tion is determined. The diffusion coefficients and saturated vapor 

densities at each node are then calculated. This allows the global 

matrix to be constructed which is subsequently solved by a direct 

solution technique for new nodal values of vapor density. Computed 

vapor densities are compared with saturated values to determine 

whether evaporation/condensation, rock matrix water flow* or drainage 

should occur. Finally, the relative humidity and liquid water ratio 

are calculated in order to assess the drying of the fracture.



CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of Analytic and Numerical Solution 

The FEM solution to Equation (2,14) was verified with an 

analytic solution to an isothermal problem having the same boundary 

conditions. This comparison is a means of testing the FEM computer 

code.

For the test problem, diffusion takes place through a plane 

sheet (Figure 5,1) of thickness e whose surface (x=e) is maintained 

at constant concentratim Co, and surface (x=o) as a no-flow boundary. 

The sheet has a zero concentration of diffusing substance throughout 

the sheet initially. Thus the flow domain includes the region o < x  <  e 

The solution to the isothermal diffusion equation

(5.1)
dx

with boundary and initial conditions

at 0 ^ x ̂  e and t = 0, c = 0 (5.2)

at x = 0 and t ^0, = 0 (5.3)

at x = e and t > o, c = (5.4)

is (Crank, 1956) i.
31
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x=o

Two
Planes

Air
Space j

x=e

Figure 5.1. Flow geometry for analytic solution 
and FEM to vapor diffusion



c=C J o L n=o
(-l)n erFc -(2n+1)il ~x

2/Dt
+ Co l (-l)n erFc & & & L +S. 

n=o 2/5t
(5.5)

Figure 5.2 is a comparison of the analytic and FEM results 

at x=o with Cq = 200 g/m^ and D = 2.2 m^/day. At t = 40 days, the 

FEM is within 97.2# of the analytic solution and at t = 165 days 

it is within 98.4#. This indicates that the FEM is converging to 

the analytic solution as time increases.

Simulated Repository Temperature

The temperature at the repository wall versus time (i.e.

plot of Equation 2.2) for me-hundred years is given in Figure 5.3.

Calculated values assume the infinite plane is loaded with an initial
2power density of 10 W/m , which is allowed to decay exponentially 

over time. The host rock (i.e. granite) thermal diffusivity was 

taken to be 0.13 m2/day (Wang et al., 1979). Results indicate the 

peak temperature change is reached at about ninety years. The results 

agree very well with those obtained by Wang et al. (1979). In their 

investigation, a disk heat source was used.

A Mon-isothermal Vapor Transport Results 

An analysis of the initial years after which the repository 

is loaded with HLNW was conducted „ This was accomplished by first 

solving a "type" problem and then varying flow parameters systematically 

so that the influence of a single parameter on the flow system could 

be seen. The thermal, as well as hydraulic parameters used for 

some ten-year sensitivity experiments are given in Table 5.1. Experiment 

1 is the "type" problem to which all others are compared.
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Figure 5.2. Analytic/Numerical Solution Comparison.



Table 5.1 % Parameter values used in moisture transport analysis.

Experiment dt (days) To (°C) h(A) b (pm) Br (M2day) s-/OCD kT (m2/day) * (̂ 2") m

1 1 . 5 30 60 1.0 H O 1 1 .13 10
2 : 5 .. 30 600 1.0

01o
 

1—1 1 .13 10
; 3 ■; 5 30 60 5.0 io 11 1 . .13 10
: 4 ■ 5 30 60 1.0 0

-8
1 .13 10

' 5 5 30 60 1.0 10 .1 .13 10
26 ■ 5 30 60 1.0

H1s 1 • .13 100

Type problem

Cooling experiment 
dt = Time step
To = Ambient subsurface temperature
h - Initial film thickness
b = Micro aperture of draining fracture

= Rock water diffusivity
0 = Initial host rock water contento ,
kg, ~ Host rock thermal diffusivity
ij) = Radioactive waste initial power density
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lu 50 -

DISK MODEL

Disk Model (Wang, et al., 1979)

Figure 5.3. Simulated Repository Temperature versus
Time Curve.
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Thermo-Hydrologic Flow Regime

The calculated temperature distribution in the rock and 

fracture at ten years, and the resulting saturated vapor density 

and diffusicn coefficient distributions are given in Figures 5«4 

through 5.6. At the repository wall the temperature is now two 

times its initial value. This has induced a 200 percent increase 

in the corresponding saturated vapor density and a 16 percent increase 

in the diffusion coefficient. Notice that high temperatures near 

the repository have created a steep saturated vapor density gradient. 

Where the temperature begins to decrease rapidly to the natural 

temperature, the saturated vapor density decreases rapidly. This 

induces condensation. It is in this area that liquid water may 

accumulate on the fracture surface.

"Type" Problem and Sensitivity Experimait Solutions

Given the above thermo-hydrologic flow field, there are 

several parameters which when varied affect the distribution of 

liquid water and water vapor in a fracture. These include the initial 

film thickness (h), the effective aperture (b), and the host rock 

diffusivity (DR). To evaluate the effects of these parameters on 

the flow system, the relative humidity and liquid water ratio at 

each nodal position in the fracture were calculated for each pertur- 

bation of the system. The relative humidity is indicative of the 

amount of water present in the vapor phase, and the liquid water 

ratio indicates the amount of liquid water present on the fracture
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To=30C

w 1.25

■A - A A A A A

DISTANCECM)
Figure 5.4. Final Temperature versus Distance Curve 

at 10 years.
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Figure 5.5. Final Saturated Vapor Density versus Distance 

Curve at 10 years.
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Figure 5.6 Final Diffusion Coefficient versus Distance 
Curve at 10 years.



surface» These two parameters together provide a means of assessing 

the water balance at any time and position in the fracture.

The effects of two different film thicknesses (60A and 600A) 

were assessed. Results indicate that film thickness variation had 

a small effect on the relative humidity distribution, In both cases 

(Figure 5,7), near the repository the film has completely evaporated. 

The 600A film thickness does, however, keep the air saturated to 

slightly farther distances. This is the result of more water being 

made available for evaporation. The influence of a change in film 

thickness on the liquid water ratio (Figure 5.8) is to produce a 

greater accumulation of liquid water in the condensation zone. 

However, not enough water accumulated over the simulated ten years 

to saturate the main fracture.

Microfracture drainage did not change the relative humidity 

profile (Figure 5.9). This is expected because in the computer 

model it is assumed that the initial film thickness is already in 

equilibrium (i.e. it has previously been drained to its now static 

level). Therefore, near the repository, as the host rock is being 

heated by radioactive decay, the initial film simply evaporates.

No additional water condenses to induce further drainage. In the 

condensation zone, however, microfracture drainage can have a signifl 

cant influence on the accumulation of liquid water. This in turn 

affects the amount of water available for future evaporation and 

will therefore affect the future rate of air desaturation. In Figure 

5.10 an effective aperture of 5 microns completely drains the system
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Figure 5.7. Final Relative Humidity versus Distance Curve
at 10 years for two film thicknesses.
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Figure 5.8. Final Liquid Water Ratio-Distance Curves at 
10 years for two film thicknesses.
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Figure 5.9. Relative Humidity versus Distance Curve at 10 years
for two effective apertures.
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Figure 5.10. Final Liquid Water Ratio versus Distance Curves 
at 10 years for two effective apertures.
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back to initial levels. An effective aperture of 1 micron cannot

drain water as fast as it is condensing, allowing liquid water to

accumulate. A variation of the effective drainage aperture from

1 to 5 microns over a 5 square meter area (the distance between
. 1

nodes is 5 meters) equates to a change in host rock permeability

from 2.3 x 10”^  to 2.8 x 10” ^  cm/s.

In Figures 5.11 and 5.12 the effect of host rock diffusivity

variation from 10-^  to 0 m^/day is illustrated. The larger dif-

fusivity allows more water to flow to the main fracture surface

keeping the air almost saturated. On the other hand, allowing no

water to escape from the rock (Dp=o) results in liquid water depletion

and air desaturation. Thus, the ease with which rock water can

migrate to the fracture surface is of importance as it can greatly

affect the amount of water in the fracture.'

A water balance of the fracture/host rock illustrates that

the vast majority of water is held within the rock matrix. For

example, in the "type" problem (Table 5.1) a film thickness of 60

A is used. The host rock has a water content of 1 percent. Thus
4 3a 1 cubic meter block of rock contains 10 cm of pore space of 

which some portion will contain liquid water. On the other hand, 

a film thickness of 60A over a square meter area contains only 6 

x 10^ cm^ of liquid water. As a consequence the host rock acts 

as an large reservoir with respect to the fracture. This assumes 

of course that the host rock water can migrate to the fracture.
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Figure 5.11. Final Relative Humidity versus Distance Curve

at 10 years for three diffusivities.
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Figure 5.12. Final Liquid Water Ratio versus Distance Curve 
at 10 years for three diffusivities.
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Finally, there is reason to believe that the air may move 

in response to a pressure gradient« This is shown by the relationship:

PV = nRT

where P = pressure, V = is volume of fracture, n is the mass of 

gas contained in V, R = the universal gas constant and T = temperature„ 

If the volume of the fracture is held constant, then as the temperature 

increases so does the pressure. Thus, the increasing temperature 

near the repository results in a pressure gradient and air flow 

away from the repository. This air flow is a means by which associated 

water vapor may move. Disregarding this process hence results in 

a conservative analysis.

Heating and Cooling Experiment

In an effort to see what results from both heating and cooling 

on the fracture water balance, the-flow field was subjected to the 

thermal conditions indicated in Figure 5.13° The temperature peak 

is reached after 1 year. After 10 years, the temperature change 

has cooled to around 20° C. The fracture temperature distribution 

for three times, t^ = 1/2, tg = 5, and t^ = 10 years are illustrated 

in Figure 5.14.

With this simulated temperature regime, the resulting relative 

humidity profile (Figure 5.15) for the same three times illustrates 

a resaturatim of the air toward the repository upon cooling. This 

is the result of a decreasing saturated vapor density— that is,
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Figure 5.13. Heating and Cooling Experiment Repository 
Temperatures versus Time Curve.
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DISTANCECM)
Figure 5.14. Temperature distribution in the fracture at three 

different times, t^ = 1/2, ® 5, t^ = 10 years.
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Figure 5.15. Relative Humidity versus Distance Curve 
three times t_ = 1/2, t_ = 5 and t0 =

for
10 years.



it takes less water vapor to saturate the air as temperature decrease 

Liquid water ratio profiles (Figure 5.16) show, however, a sustained 

increase in liquid water accumulation away from the respoitory.

These reults indicate that moisture moves away from the repository 

during both the heating and cooling phases. This movement is the 

result of temperature and the associated vapor density gradient 

which exists throughout the heating/cooling phase.
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DISTANCECM)
Figure 5.16. Liquid Water Ratio versus Distance Curve for three 

times t^ = 1/2, t^ = 5, and t^ = 10 years.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Placement of a HLNW repository in fractured rock will alter 

the hydrologic flow field. The most noteable change will be due 

to the thermal energy (heat) produced by radioactive decay. A repository 

located in the unsaturated zone will presumably cause movement of 

water vapor. That is, the repository acts as a source of heat and 

water in the vapor phase diffuses in response to the imposed temperature 

gradient, away from the heat source.

This process has been modelled using a single main fracture 

which provides a path for vapor diffusion away from the repository. 

Smaller fractures intersect the main fracture, providing a mechanism 

for drainage. In addition, the flow of rock matrix water to the 

main fracture has been accounted for. These three processes are 

coupled together with the repository generated temperature field 

and the resulting evaporation/condensation process. Thus, using 

a simple flow geometry, the movement of water away from a HLNW 

repository was investigated.

Taking all of these processes into account still resulted 

in having to make several simplifications. Assuming that the air 

is not moving, and that the thermal expansion of water in the rock 

matrix may be disregarded are probably most critical. Certainly 

the effects of air movement on the degree and extent of moisture 

movement should be evaluated. The possibility of rock water flux
55
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resulting from thermal expansion is also a flux mechanism which 

should be further investigated.

From the modelling investigation, one can make several con

clusions. First, rising temperatures near the repository will induce 

vapor diffusion, and over a long enough time span significant quanti

ties of water will be transported away from the repository. Model 

results demonstrate how temperatuare changes and vapor diffusion 

have an effect on the production of wet and dry zones in a fracture.

In repository produced high temperature areas available moisture 

is evaporated; whereas water vapor condenses when it reaches rock 

near ambient conditions.

Second, the sensitivity analysis indicates that variations 

in initial film thickness will have only second order influence 

on wet and dry zone alteration. Aperture and spacing of drainage 

fractures and the host rock hydraulic properties will have much 

greater effects. The greater volume of water within the rock when 

compared to the fracture is the reason moisture movement is more 

sensitive to the water diffusivity. On the other hand, the drainage 

fractures act as a valve. Even small (micron range) drainage fractures 

have the capacity to drain liquid water faster than it diffuses 

away from the heat source. It is this difference in transport rates 

that makes the moisture movement sensitive to the drainage mechanism.

Finally, during both heating and cooling phases, moisture will 

move predominantly away from the repository wall. While temperatures 

do decrease near the repository the temperature gradient persists
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in the direction away from the repository. This fact may, however, 

be a result only of the thermal boundary volume problem used, that 

is, the lack or boundaries. In any event, the cooling process must 

be further evaluated before final conclusions can be made with respect 

to HLNW disposal in the unsaturated zone.
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